Re-imagined

This catalog marks our 10th year in business. A milestone we’re proud to be sharing with you. For 2012 we are introducing new products, new colors and new packaging to delight our customers and contribute to more sustainable living.

Our products celebrate nature; bamboo, cork, coconut, cotton, soy -renewable resources. We work with renewable, reclaimed, and recycled materials that inspire us to create distinctive products.

For bambu it is not about a single material, but an exploration to expand our palette of materials, textures, colors and designs.

Certifications and standards advance sustainable business practices. And they provide transparency and assurance for people who care. Bambu initiated the first, and holds the only Organic Certification for the source of our bamboo material. We are also the first in our industry to earn USDA Biobased Preferred certification which verifies and promotes the use of biobased products.

Bambu is among the few certified businesses which has been granted Green America’s Gold Seal of Approval.

Green America is a nonprofit group that supports businesses that work towards a socially just and environmentally sustainable society.

Waste = Products

A planet is a terrible thing to waste. A credo we believe, and reflect in our products. Take our ever-popular Bamboo Pebbles, made from excess (and rescued) material.

Or our reclamation program for bambu’s Coconut Bowls. Each shell is hand picked and crafted into a wonderfully unique bowl, instead of seeing this harvest by-product head to a landfill or get burned.

Sharing Master Craftsmanship

Every product holds a genuine personal touch. We find it reassuring that master craftsmanship is alive and well. Our products have been crafted by hand, often guided by traditions or family heritage.

Our focus on artisanal craft is a business practice we celebrate, with each product adding more distinction to our ever growing range.

At the Source

The principals of the company, Rachel and Jeff, live and work in China, and operate their own small factory. Regularly on site, they and their team promote responsible business practices. They ensure quality of the products and the conditions of the workplace.
Preparation

Meet the new found joy in the kitchen.

The pleasure of cooking, and the enjoyment of good, homemade food. Our unique range of cooking tools, cutting boards and utensils in bamboo and cork bring a tactile experience to the pleasure of cooking.

cork taper cutting boards
Small
8 1/2" x 6" W
21.5 cm x 15 cm
Natural 101001
Medium
12" x 8" W
30.5 cm x 20.5 cm
Natural 101001
Large
16" x 10" W
40.6 cm x 25.4 cm
Natural 101001
XLarge N12W
16" x 12" W
40.6 cm x 30.5 cm
Natural 101001

pots & pans scraper
2 ¾” x 17 cm
Ram 051100
CDU Box 12 pcs 054120
Open Stock 50 pcs 054110

bamboo clothespins NEW
In a washable gift bag
25 pieces 2 ¾” x 1.7 cm
054290

bamboo skewers NEW
In a reusable gift box
100 pieces 8” x 0.5 cm 054200
100 pieces 12” x 0.5 cm 054210

open stock series NEW
12” x 0.5 cm
Triple Skotted Spoon 054280
Sauce Spoon 054250
Mixing Spoon 054260
Kneading Spoon 054310
Spurtle 054290
Tong 054240


Prepare and cut on high-density cork. Durable and lightweight. Keeps knives sharp.
Preparation

Equip your kitchen naturally
For those who take pleasure in preparing good food. Beautifully crafted utensils and prep boards are up to any job.

‘cutting edge’ cutting boards

Small
8 1/2” x 6” W
21.5cm L x 15cm W
Kwal 073211
Cobalt 02611
Fuchsia 029911

Medium
11” L x 8” W
28cm L x 20.5cm W
Kwal 025511
Cobalt 02611
Fuchsia 029911

Large
14” L x 9” W
35.5cm L x 23cm W
Golden Brown 022511

X-Large
17” L x 12” W
43cm L x 30.5cm W
Golden Brown 02611

kitchen basics

3” 75cm 050995
Set of 3

mixing spoons

Medium 12” 30.5cm 050200
Large 16” 40.5cm 050300

spatula

11” 28cm 051900
kitchen fork

12” 30.5cm 055700
tasting spoon

13” 33cm 052100
spoonula

12” 30.5cm 056300

‘give it a rest’ series

These patented designs integrate a spoon rest into the handle, keeping countertops clean.

12” 30.5cm
Rounded Spreader 052700
Rounded Spatula 053100
Spatula 052400
Spoon 052900
Kraut Spoon 053300

Design by Godfrey de Vries
Specialty Boards

Boards of distinction

Not all cutting boards are created equal. Our contemporary range of cutting and serving boards are unequalled in design and craftsmanship. What they all have in common is an exceptional natural quality.

artisan cutting & serving boards NEW

Medium: 13" x 8-1/2" W
33cm L x 21.5cm W
Golden Brown 024311

Large: 19" x 12-1/2" W
49cm L x 32cm W
Golden Brown 024411

hybrid cutting boards

Combining the advantages of bamboo & cork. World’s innovative cutting board design.

Medium: 12" x 9" W
30cm L x 23cm W
Golden Brown 111000

Large: 15" x 12" W
38cm L x 30.5cm W
Golden Brown 111101

gaby crumb board

14" x 9" W
35.5cm L x 23cm W
Golden Brown 024421
Design by Giselle Leon

bamboo goo

Improve your bamboo and wood surfaces with this 100% natural, non-petroleum, nourishing oil. Better than mineral oil.

6 oz | 170ml | 095700

stainless

Handcrafted bamboo handled serving accessories to complement your serving pieces.

cheese plane: 7" H | 17cm | 040200
serrated utility knife: 8" | 20cm | 040800
cheese knife: 4" | 10cm | 060200
bread knife: 13" | 33cm | 060300

bar board

9" x 6-1/2" W
23cm L x 16.5cm W
Golden Brown 024221

the plank

18" x 6-1/2" W
46cm L x 16.5cm W
Golden Brown 024811

classic cutting & serving boards

Medium: 12" x 8" W
30cm L x 20.5cm W
Golden Brown 029911

Large: 15" x 11" W
38cm L x 28cm W
Golden Brown 029911
Serving
Natural is always in style

Our serving pieces and accompaniments accentuate your tabletop with style and elegance.

Tabletop accompaniments add a natural accent.

**salad bowl**
- 10" dia x 3.5" H
- Golden Brown 014211

**'adjust-a-bowl' soft cork bowl - large**
- 12" dia x 3.5" H
- Natural 131300

**'adjust-a-bowl' soft cork bowl - medium**
- 9" dia x 2.5" H
- Natural 131400

**large tray with handles**
- 20" L x 12" W
- Golden Brown 010221

**large appetizer tray**
- 10.5" x 6" W
- Golden Brown 030315

**triple dip tray**
- 10" L x 4" W
- Golden Brown 040211

**small appetizer tray**
- 8" L x 4" W
- Golden Brown 015111

**bamboo/cork reversible tray**
- NEW
- 16.5" L x 14" W
- 40.5 cm L x 36 cm W
- Golden Brown 011312

**large condiment cups**
- 3 1/4" dia x 1 3/4" H
- Golden Brown 013211
- Open Stock: 25 pcs 019311

**bamboo DeLights**
- 3 1/2" dia x 1 3/4" H
- Golden Brown 017211

**hybrid coasters**
- 3 1/4" dia x 1 3/4" H
- Set of 4

**coaster with tree motif**
- 3 1/4" dia x 1 3/4" H
- Golden Brown 015711
- Set of 4

**tea spoon**
- NEW
- 6" L x 1/2" W
- Golden Brown 013410

**'stir it up' drink spoons**
- 8" L x 1/2" W
- Natural 056170
- Set of 4

**pebbles**
- NEW
- Reclaimed bamboo in assorted organic shapes
- Presented in a reusable gift bag
- Set of 13 pcs 019511

**spreader**
- NEW
- Natural 056360
- Open Stock: 25 pcs 056360

Sustainable, luxurious, washable cork fabric: the ultimate "hold everything" bowl that is always the right size.
Presentation & Serving

Because great taste deserves a stage

We call it nature with a personality, our serving pieces, particularly our range of lacquerware and coconut bowls - all purposely designed and masterfully crafted.
Veneerware
Certified Organic
Compostable & Biodegradable
FDA approved

Veneerware® plates
7” Veneerware Plates 18cm 062100
Package of 5
9” Veneerware Plates 23cm 062020
Package of 8
11” Veneerware Plates 28cm 061800
Package of 8

Veneerware® square plates
7” Veneerware Square Plates 18cm 061800
Package of 5
9” Veneerware Square Plates 23cm 062900
Package of 5

Veneerware® knife
fork spoon
6 ¾” [16.5cm] 061400
Package of 24 pairs (8 sets)

Veneerware® sporks
3 ¾” [9cm] 061800
Package of 24 units

knife, fork & spoon
7 ¾” [19.5cm] 064020
Set of 3

‘out - n - about’
utensil travel set
3 ¾” [9cm] Natural 131120

spork & cork
4” x 2 ½” [10 x 5.5cm] Natural 131020

cork coffee &
tea cup holder
3 ¼” dia [18cm] Natural 131020

large spork
6” [15cm] 066140

kid’s spork
5 ¼” [13cm] 065900

sporks
3 ¾” [9cm] 22 pieces 065920
2 cartons: 20 sets 064130
4 cartons: 50 sets 065991

The original bamboo sporks.

Green your table with natural dinnerware
The first and only natural disposable made from Certified Organic bamboo. Beautiful and durable dinnerware gives a natural accent to any occasion.

On The Go
Grab our range of travel pieces when on the go. Go natural!
Kids

Certified Organic Bamboo
Phthalate Free
BPA Free
PVC Free

6m+

- baby's fork & spoon
  5" | 12.5cm
  Natural 055200
  Set of 6

- baby feeding spoons
  4 1/4" | 10.5cm
  Natural 055393
  Set of 2

- baby feeding starter set NEW
  bamboo wooden feeding spoons
  8" x 4" | 20cm x 10cm
  Natural 055480

- baby's bowl
  4 1/4" dia | 10cm
  Natural 055998

- coco mini bowl NEW
  4" dia | 10cm
  Natural 127160

18m+

- kid's fork & spoon
  5 1/2" | 14cm
  Natural 055300

- kid’s spoon
  5 1/2" | 14cm
  Bamboo 055400

- 'kids in the kitchen' utensils
  9 1/2" | 24cm
  Natural 055400
  Set of 9

- Bamdino® knife fork spoon
  5 1/2" | 14cm
  Natural 055940
  Set of 3

- Bamdino® soft cork toddler bib
  10" | 25.5cm
  Natural 055100

- Bamdino® Veneerware® plates
  9" | 23cm 062900
  Package of 8

The more natural and safe alternative to plastic

For the healthy and safe feeding of babies and toddlers. Our Mom-loved range of feeding products sized for small hands and mouths. Tested and approved, and free from dyes and chemicals.
Our Color Story
An inviting palette of vibrant colors reflecting depth, warmth and vitality. Joyful and beautiful; inspired by nature.

- burnt orange
- mustard
- kiwi
- fuchsia
- cobalt
- peacock

bambu ‘Greener Solution’ Packaging Practices
Our packaging does not ignore the bigger picture. Instead it is our ongoing quest to have this element be as harmonious to the planet as the products they hold.

New packaging solutions have further reduced ink coverage, eliminated staples and wires, limited glue usage, and avoided laminations. Inks are vegetable oil based, and papers are FSC certified. Similar efforts in how we ship the products to our customers are made. Point here is we care enough to make a difference where we can.

Testing
All our products have been tested and approved by an international consumer safety organization for food-safe use and appropriateness.

Kids Products Testing
All our bambu KIDS+ products are tested by a CPSC accredited testing facility. Certificates of conformity have been obtained and can be made available.

[ CPSC establishes testing procedures to simulate normal or reasonably foreseeable use, damage, or abuse to which toys and other articles intended for use by children may be subjected. ]

Simple Care, Long Life
Your bambu products are handmade and should provide years of use and enjoyment. We recommend hand washing for all our products.

More Than A Product
We believe it is not just about the end product but the entire process. Not just about what you make but about how you make it, and under what conditions. And it is not just about your beliefs but about your actions.